Beyond the Print Bulk Slide Scans
Beyond The Print is happy to offer Bulk 35mm slide scanning for our
customers. There are a few guidelines to follow that can help make the process
as easy, quick and as inexpensive as possible:
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•
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Because of the nature of slide scans (warping, damage, etc.), we may not be able to give a firm finish date. We will finish
them as fast as circumstances allow us. Some slides are in much better shape than others and scan faster while others may
take longer because of damage or such. There may also be other slide jobs in front of yours that can affect your delivery
time.
Due to the differences in how slides are processed using any type of cleaner may the damage slides, therefore, we do not
offer any cleaning to your originals. We only use canned air to blow off the slides in the trays (not individually). If you would
like to clean your slides yourself, we would be happy to recommend a cleaner for you to use at your own risk.
Slides are scanned at a resolution of 2000 Dpi that gives a 35mm slide an approximate 7 Mb file size. Customers have been
very pleased with prints up to 8x10 in size, if you would like to print larger than 8x10 we recommend our higher res scans
(prices vary).
If you would like your slides in a specific order, they must be individually numbered (clearly) all on the same side before
we receive them. There is an additional charge to organize the scans of $45 per hour (done after scanning).
We accept slides in trays and slides that are loose (but organized, see next) however, we cannot accept slides that are in
individual aluminum frames or glass mounts. We will be happy to re-mount them into plastic slides to be scanned for an
additional charge of $2 to $3 per slide (depending on mount type, plus scanning charge). The slides will not be re-mounted
in their original mounts once scanned.
Slides that are brought in loose should be organized by placing them all facing the same way (with the emulsion sides facing
all the same direction). Slides generally have a dull side (emulsion) and a shiny side (base). When viewing the slide (up to a
light) and seeing it with the correct orientation, the base side will be facing you. Having slides scanned the wrong way will
not affect the quality of the scans in any way but will be seen as backwards when viewed from the disc. We ask you to do
this ahead of dropping them off because we may not be able to tell that the scan is backwards by looking at it after
scanning. If slides are brought in loose (i.e. randomly in bags or boxes) there will be an additional charge of .20 (per slide
on top of below prices) charge to organize them. If you have ANY questions about how to organize them please contact
us and we would be happy to show you!
The DVD we create is considered a DATA disc meaning that it will work in any computer but we cannot guarantee that it will
work in all DVD players (this is a factor of the DVD player and not the disc). If you would like to have a disc made that will
work in any DVD player we can create a slideshow disc for an additional $35 (please be aware that this disc cannot be
printed from).
Because of the prices charged for this service, no enhancement to the originals is done (other than what the scanner will
do). These options are available after scanning and based on an image by image basis.
This service is also available for 110, 126 and 127 super slides as long as they are mounted in a 2”x2” (outside dimension)
square mount.
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50 – 99

$40 (Min Charge)

1,500

.35 ea.

100 +

.40 ea.

2,000

.34 ea.

250 +

.39 ea.

2,500

.33 ea.

500 +

.38 ea.

5,000

.32 ea.

1,000 +

.36 ea.

10,000

.30 ea.

